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Beyond 3DMM: Learning to Capture High-fidelity
3D Face Shape
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Abstract—3D Morphable Model (3DMM) fitting has widely benefited face analysis due to its strong 3D priori. However, previous
reconstructed 3D faces suffer from degraded visual verisimilitude due to the loss of fine-grained geometry, which is attributed to
insufficient ground-truth 3D shapes, unreliable training strategies and limited representation power of 3DMM. To alleviate this issue,
this paper proposes a complete solution to capture the personalized shape so that the reconstructed shape looks identical to the
corresponding person. Specifically, given a 2D image as the input, we virtually render the image in several calibrated views to
normalize pose variations while preserving the original image geometry. A many-to-one hourglass network serves as the
encode-decoder to fuse multiview features and generate vertex displacements as the fine-grained geometry. Besides, the neural
network is trained by directly optimizing the visual effect, where two 3D shapes are compared by measuring the similarity between the
multiview images rendered from the shapes. Finally, we propose to generate the ground-truth 3D shapes by registering RGB-D images
followed by pose and shape augmentation, providing sufficient data for network training. Experiments on several challenging protocols
demonstrate the superior reconstruction accuracy of our proposal on the face shape.
Index Terms—3D face, face reconstruction, 3DMM, fine-grained, personalized, 3D face dataset.
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I NTRODUCTION

The core problem addressed in this paper is high-fidelity
3D face reconstruction from a single face image. As a
detailed and interpretable description of face images, 3D
faces have acted as an essential priori in many face-related
tasks, e.g., face recognition [1], [2], face manipulation [3],
[4], expression analysis [5], [6] and facial animation [7],
[8]. Although there have been significant advances in
3D face reconstruction [9], [10], [11], [12], the limited
performance still suffers from insufficient ground-truth 3D
face data. There are three processes required in ideal 3D face
collection: 1) Instantly capturing the multiview 3D scans of
one face. 2) Fusing the scans to a full 3D face with annotated
landmarks. 3) Acquiring the topology-uniform 3D mesh by
registering the full 3D face to a template. The requirements
of expensive devices, fully controlled environment and
laborious human labeling limit the large-scale collection of
3D faces for neural network training.
Generally, there are two strategies to tackle the data
challenge: one is the 2D-to-3D method and the other is the
self-supervised method. The 2D-to-3D method constructs
3D faces by fitting a 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) to
annotated landmarks [10]. The generated 3D faces overlap
the face region well with pixel-level parsing accuracy.
However, as a linear model built from insufficient data,
3DMM spans restricted demographic features. In previous
decades, almost all the models [13], [14], [15] cover no
more than 1, 000 subjects, which is far from adequate to
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Fig. 1. The first, second and third rows show the images, the widely
applied 3DMM fitting [9] results, and our results, respectively.

approximate the large diversity of human faces. Besides, in
3DMM fitting, only facial features are coarsely constrained
by the landmarks, and the other large regions, such as cheek,
are less constrained by shape priori. Therefore, restricted by
the coarse 3D ground truth, the trained neural networks [9],
[10], [16] cannot capture personalized shape and suffer from
model-like reconstruction results, as shown in Fig. 1.
On the other hand, following the analysis-by-synthesis
manner, the self-supervised method [11], [17], [18] learns
a non-linear 3D face model from a large set of unlabeled
images. Specifically, given a face image as input, a network
encoder estimates the projection, lighting, shape, and albedo
parameters, and two decoders serve as the non-linear
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3DMM to map the parameters to a 3D face. Then, an
analytically-differentiable rendering layer is employed to
minimize the difference between the input face and the
reconstructed face, and the learned decoder becomes the
3D face model. In this manner, the non-linear model
can cover a larger shape space than the linear 3DMM.
However, the improvement is still not satisfactory without
straightforward supervision signals from ground-truth 3D
faces. First, the successful reconstruction of the original face
does not promise that the underlying 3D shape is the ground
truth due to 2D-to-3D ambiguity. Second, the analysis-bysynthesis method mainly optimizes pixel values. Thus, the
person-specific geometry, which does not contribute much
to pixel values, is not well captured during optimization.
Beyond 2D-to-3D and self-supervised strategies, there is
little research on how to enable neural networks to capture
fine-trained geometry to improve visual verisimilitude. This
paper explores this nontrivial problem and proposes that
fully supervised learning is still a promising solution given
only thousands of single-view RGB-D images. To this end,
we extend the recent state-of-the-art methods and make the
following contributions:
Data: We explore the construction of large-scale highfidelity 3D face data with single-view RGB-D face images.
Although it is expensive to acquire high-precision 3D
faces, single-view RGB-D images can be considered an
appropriate alternative because they are much easier to
collect, especially considering the development of handheld depth cameras (such as iPhone X), which strongly increases the possibility of the massive collection of mediumprecision 3D data. Therefore, we register the RGB-D images
and investigate two data augmentation strategies, view
simulation and shape transformation, to generate a large 3D
dataset Fine-Grained 3D face (FG3D).
Network: A Fine-Grained reconstruction Network
(FGNet) is proposed in specific. With an initial 3DMM
fitting result, we render the input image in 5 calibrated
views and fuse the encoded features by a many-to-one
hourglass network, where the mid-level features are aligned
to a common UV space to ensure identical topology among
the fused features. With lossless pose normalization and
receptive field alignment, the network can concentrate on
shape information and encode sophisticated features to
capture the personalized shape.
Loss Function: Although commonly effective in 3D
face alignment [9], [10], [19], the Mean Squared Error
(MSE) loss is insensitive to fine-grained geometry, which
contributes significantly to the visual effect but little to
shape morphing. Considerable works [20], [21], [22], [23]
also indicate that MSE cannot model how humans observe
a 3D object. To address this issue, we propose a plaster
sculpture descriptor to model the visual effect, where the
reconstructed 3D face is rendered into several views with
shading as the texture, leading to prominent improvements
in visual verisimilitude.
A preliminary version of this work was published in [24].
We extend it in the following aspects: 1) For the network
structure, we propose a brand-new Virtual Multiview Network (VMN) with a virtual multiview camera system and a
many-to-one hourglass network, which remedies the defects
of the camera view network and the model view network

in [24]. 2) For the loss function, we improve the MSE loss by
modeling the visual effect through a novel plaster sculpture
descriptor. 3) For the data construction, we augment shape
variations by transforming the underlying 3D shapes of
face images and refining the face appearances accordingly,
which further strengthens shape robustness. 4) Additional
experiments are conducted to better analyze the motivation
behind the design of the network structure and the loss
function.

2

R ELATED W ORK

There has been significant progress in 3D face reconstruction
in recent decades. This section briefly reviews previous
studies related to our proposal, including 3D morphable
model fitting, non-linear 3D model construction, and finegrained geometry reconstruction.
2.1

3D Morphable Model Fitting

In early years, some methods use CNN to directly estimate
3D Morphable Model parameters [10], [12], [25] or its
variants [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], providing both dense
face alignment and 3D face reconstruction results. However,
the performances of these methods are restricted by the
limitation of linear 3D space [27], [31], [32], [33], [34],
[35]. It is also challenging to estimate the required face
transformations, including perspective projection and 3D
thin plate spline transformation. Recently, vertex regression
networks [9], [16], which bypass the limitation of the
linear model, have achieved state-of-the-art performance
on their respective tasks. VRN [16] proposes to regress 3D
faces stored in the volume, but the redundant volumetric
representation loses the semantic meanings of 3D vertices.
PRNet [9] designs a UV position map, a 2D image recording
the 3D facial point cloud while maintaining the semantic
meaning at each UV position. Cheng et al. [19] encode
an image with a CNN and decode the 3D geometry with
a lightweight Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) for
efficiency. Although breaking through the limitations of
3DMM, their reconstruction results are still model-like as
their ground truth still comes from 3DMM fitting, e.g.,
300W-LP [10].
2.2

Non-linear 3D Face Model by Self-supervision

Another way to bypass the limitation of 3DMM is to encode
the 3D face model by a neural network, which can be
learned on the unlabeled images in an analysis-by-synthesis
manner. Tran et al. [11] achieve a certain breakthrough by
learning a nonlinear model from unlabeled images in a
self-supervised manner. They first estimate the projection,
shape, and texture parameters with an encoder and then
adopt two CNN decoders as the nonlinear 3DMM to map
the parameters to a 3D textured face. With an analyticallydifferentiable rendering layer, the network can be trained
in a self-supervised way by comparing the reconstructed
images with the original images. Zhou et al. [18] follow
a similar path but decode the shape and texture directly
on the mesh with graph convolution for efficiency. Gao et
al. [36] utilize a CNN encoder and a GCN decoder to learn
3D faces from unconstrained photos with photometric and
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adversarial losses. In addition to learning a single model
accounting for all shape variations, some works construct
facial details independently. Chen et al. [37] un-warp image
pixels and facial texture to the UV plane with a fitted
3DMM and predict a displacement map of the coarse shape
by minimizing the difference between the reconstructed
and the original images. Wang et al. [38] adopt a similar
method but predict the moving rate in the direction of
the vertex normal instead of the displacement map. The
self-supervised nonlinear 3DMMs can cover a larger shape
space than linear 3DMMs, but the fine-grained geometry,
as a subtle constituting factor of face appearance, is easy
to ignored due to the absence of straightforward training
signals from the ground-truth shapes.

a single image, these multiview systems motivate our
network structure to observe the input image in several
calibrated views.

3

BACKGROUND OF 3D FACE R ECONSTRUCTION

This section describes the formulation of our main task and
other related background information. In general, a 3D face
can be decomposed into coarse shape, personalized shape and
pose. The coarse shape is usually formulated by the seminal
work of the 3D Morphable Model (3DMM) [49], which
describes the 3D face space with PCA:

S = S + Aid αid + Aexp αexp ,
2.3

Fine-grained Geometry Reconstruction

Considering the lack of high-precision 3D scans, a common strategy for fine-grained reconstruction is Shape from
Shading (SfS), which recovers 3D shapes from shading
variations in 2D images. However, traditional SfS methods
largely depend on the prior geometric knowledge and suffer
from the ambiguity problem caused by albedo and lighting
estimation. To address this issue, Richardson et al. [25] refine
the depth map rendered by a fitted 3DMM with the SfS
criterion to capture details, where a trained depth refinement net directly outputs high-quality depth maps without
calculating albedo and lighting information. DF2 Net [39]
further introduces depth supervision from RGB-D images to
regularize SfS in a cascaded way. However, these methods
only learn the 2.5D depth map and lack correspondence
with the 3D face model. Jiang et al. [40] propose to refine
the coarse shape with photometric consistency constraints
to generate a more accurate initial shape. Li et al. [41]
employ a masked albedo prior to improve albedo estimation
and incorporate the ambient occlusion behavior caused by
wrinkle crevices. Chen et al. [42] construct a PCA model
for details using collected scans and adopt the analysis-bysynthesis strategy to refine the PCA model. Guo et al. [43]
employ a FineNet to reconstruct the face details, whose
ground truth is synthesized by inverse rendering. Although
the methods capture fine-level geometric details (such as
wrinkles), their global shapes still come from the 3DMM
fitting. Unlike SfS, our method aims to improve the global
visual effect such as facial feature topology and face contour.
In addition to single-view reconstruction, highquality 3D faces can be better recovered with multiview
inputs. Many 3D face datasets, e.g., D3DFACS [44] and
FaceScape [15], use the calibrated depth camera arrays to
reconstruct high-quality 3D shapes. Besides, recent deep
learning based works have shown that multiview images
of the same subject benefit shape reconstruction. DECA [45]
proposes a detail-consistency loss between different images
to disentangle expression-dependent wrinkles from personspecific details. MVF-Net uses the MultiPIE [46] samples
collected by 15 cameras for multiview 3DMM parameters
regression. Shang et al. [47] also adopt the MultiPIE to
alleviate the pose and depth ambiguity during 3D face
reconstruction. Lin et al. [48] take the RGB-D selfie videos
captured by iPhone X to reconstruct high-fidelity 3D faces.
Although our proposal focuses on 3D reconstruction from

(1)

where S is the mean shape, Aid is the principle axes
trained on the 3D face scans with neutral expression and
αid is the shape parameter, Aexp is the principle axes
trained on the offsets between expression scans and neutral
scans and αexp is the expression parameter. Although
widely implemented in various tasks [50], [51], [52], the
coarse shape covers limited shape variations, leading to
model-like reconstruction results. The personalized shape
contains most person-specific shape morphing, which can
be formulated as the vertex displacement ∆S missed by the
linear subspace. Finally, the pose, which is formulated by
the camera parameters C = [f, R, t3d ], determines the rigid
transformation to the image plane:

V(C, S + ∆S) = f ∗ R ∗ (S + ∆S) + t3d ,

(2)

where V(·, ·) is the rigid transformation, f is the scale factor,
R is the rotation matrix, and t3d is the 3D translation
vector. Among these 3D components, camera parameter C
and coarse shape S can be well estimated from a single
image by recent 3DMM fitting methods [9], [10], [12].
However, there is little attention paid to the recovery of
personalized shape ∆S due to the shortage of training
data and sophisticated recovery methods, which stimulates
our motivation. It is worth noting that, different from the
multiview reconstruction task [47], [48], which has a welldefined solution by stereo vision, single-view reconstruction
is an ill-posed problem due to the loss of depth information.
Thus, the goal of our task is predicting the personalized
shape by the knowledge learned from large-scale training
data.
To make CNN concentrate on personalized shape, we
fit an off-the-shelf 3DMM [10] to estimate the coarse shape
S and the camera parameter C. Then our task can be
formulated as:

arg min kF(S∗ ) − F(Net(I, V (S, C); θ) + S)k,
θ

(3)

where S∗ is the ground-truth 3D shape, F(·) is a 3D feature
accounting for reconstruction quality, and the network
Net(I, V(S, C); θ), with θ as its network weights, takes the
image I and the 3DMM fitting result V(S, C) as the input
and predicts the personalized shape. It can be seen that the
network structure Net(·) and the supervisory signals F(·)
are two critical topics in this formulation.
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Fig. 2. An overview of the High-Fidelity Reconstruction Network (HRNet). (a) The input image is rendered to 5 calibrated views to normalize pose
variations while preserving the original image geometry. (b) A many-to-one hourglass network serves as the encode-decoder to fuse the multiview
features and generate the vertex displacements as the personalized shape. (c) A plaster sculpture descriptor is utilized to optimize the visual effect
by comparing the multiview images rendered from the shapes.

4

V IRTUAL M ULTIVIEW N ETWORK

The core problem of designing the network, i.e., Net(I, V)
in Eqn. 3, is how to fully utilize the visual information
of the input image I and the 3D prior embedded in the
fitted 3DMM V. The network should have three properties:
1) Normalization: The non-shape components of the input
face should be normalized with the initially fitted 3DMM
to make the network concentrate on capturing shape information. 2) Lossless: the geometry and texture in the original
image should be preserved to provide complete information
for the network. 3) Concentration: the receptive field of
each outputted vertex should cover the most related image
region to highlight the subtle appearance. In this section,
we motivate our Virtual Multi-view Network (VMN) from
the multiview camera system used to generate complete
3D scans, where a volunteer sits in a fully constrained
environment and several cameras circling around the head
take the pictures simultaneously. Fig. 2 shows an overview
of the proposed network.
4.1

Multiview Simulation

Given a face image, we aim to simulate its appearances at
5 constant poses, whose (pitch, yaw) angles are (0◦ , 0◦ ),
(0◦ , 25◦ ), (0◦ , 50◦ ), (15◦ , 0◦ ) and (−25◦ , 0◦ ), as shown in
Fig. 2(a). The view synthesis can be achieved by transferring
the image I to a 3D object through the strong prior from
the fitted 3DMM V. Following face profiling [10], we tile
anchors on the background, set their depth to the mean of
the 3D face, and triangulate them to a 3D mesh VI , which
can be rendered at any required views, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
However, the texture in 3D mesh VI is not complete. When

the target pose is smaller than the original pose, the selfoccluded region will be exposed, leading to large artifacts.
To fill the occluded region, we also generate a flipped 3D
mesh VfI lip from the mirrored image and register it to VI
to complete the face texture, as shown in Fig. 3(c).
When rendering the 3D mesh at specified views, we find
that each pixel is determined by either the original image
or the flipped image, depending on the vertex visibility. The
visibility score of each vertex is defined in terms of the angle
between the vertex normal and the view direction:
(
lT · N (v) + 2 if v ∈ f ace
vis(v) =
(4)
lT · N (v)
if v ∈ background,
where l = [0, 0, 1] is the view direction and N (v) is the
normal of vertex v in the original image. Note that the
visibility scores of face vertices are increased by 2 to ensure
that face regions overlap the background. The visibility
scores, regarded as the face texture, are then rendered to
the target view to obtain the visibility map, as shown in
Fig. 3(e). Finally, the virtual face image at a specified view is
constructed by:

Iv = λ R[V(VI , Cv )] + λf lip R[V(VfI lip , Cv )], with
λ(x, y) = 1, λf lip (x, y) = 0
if vis(x, y) ≥ visf lip (x, y)
λ(x, y) = 0, λf lip (x, y) = 0.5 if vis(x, y) < visf lip (x, y),
(5)
where R(·) renders the 3D mesh V(VI , Cv ) to a specified
view, indicated by the camera parameter Cv , λ is the weight
map calculated by comparing the visibility maps vis, and
is the element-wise production. As shown in Fig. 3(f),
the invisible region is made transparent to indicate that the
texture is not real but inpainted by face symmetry, which
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should guide the network to concentrate more on the visible
texture. In the case that the input is the frontal view, we
directly stretch the texture as the side-face texture, and the
neural network is trained to handle the artifacts.

are all aligned to the UV plane, the receptive field can
consistently concentrate on the most related region.

5

L OSS F UNCTION

The loss function directly judges the reconstruction results
according to the targets. Generally, the Mean Square Error
(MSE) loss is employed to diminish the 3D coordinate error.
Given the ground-truth shape S∗ , the initial 3D shape S and
the output shape offset ∆S, we can optimize the MSE loss
as:
Lmse = kS∗ − S − ∆Sk2 .
(6)
In Section 1, we argue that it is the limited representation
power of 3DMM and the lack of the 3D ground truth that
accounts for the model-like reconstruction, as shown in
Fig. 4(c). However, with the shape reconstruction network
trained on sufficient data, the reconstruction results are still
not visually discriminative when considering the MSE loss
only, as shown in Fig. 4(d). The main reason is that the vertex
coordinate error does not account for how humans observe
a 3D object. Therefore, a powerful 3D feature accounting
for the visual effect, i.e., the F(·) in Eqn. 3, is crucial for
loss functions. In this section, we propose a new Plaster
Sculpture Descriptor (PSD) to model the visual effect and
a Visual-Guided Distance (VGD) loss to supervise the
network training.

Fig. 3. An overview of multiview simulation. (a) The input image and the
flipped one; (b) The 3D image mesh; (c) The complete 3D image mesh;
(d) Rotating the 3D mesh to the target view; (e) The visibility map of the
original image and the flipped image; (f) The generated virtual view.

4.2

(a) Input

(b) Ground Truth

(c) 3DMM

(d) MSE

(e) PSD

(f) VGD

Many-to-one Hourglass

To fuse the features extracted from multiview inputs, we
propose a novel many-to-one hourglass network with a
5-stream encoder and a 1-stream decoder, as shown in
Fig. 2(b). The encoder learns each view by a weight-shared
CNN, and then concatenates the features as a multiview description. Afterwards, the decoder deconvolves the feature
to the UV displacement map [24]. Besides, the intermediate
features at symmetric layers are added together to merge
high-level and low-level information. However, the particular structure of the many-to-one hourglass network poses
a critical challenge for intermediate feature fusion. The
features at one position have different semantic meanings,
since the encoder has 5 different image views and the
decoder is on the UV plane. Directly adding the features
would degrade each other. To address the problem, each
feature map in the encoders is warped to the UV plane
according to the fitted 3DMM before being sent to the
decoder.
Regarding the three properties desired for network
design, the VMN fulfills the normalization property by
transferring the input face to constant views. It also possesses the lossless property as little information is lost during
the construction of virtual multiview input, i.e., the original
topology and the external face regions are preserved. For
the concentration property, since the intermediate features

Fig. 4. The reconstructed shapes by different losses. (a) The input
image; (b) The ground-truth shape; (c) The 3DMM fitting result; (d)
Mean Squared Error; (e) Plaster Sculpture Descriptor; (f) Visual-guided
Loss. First, the visual difference between 3DMM and MSE is significant,
especially for the nose and eyes. Second, PSD slightly refines the facial
feature topology but the improvement is not obvious. Finally, VGD further
reconstructs a sharper jaw that resembles the ground truth.

5.1

Plaster Sculpture Descriptor

In 3D object retrieval, the light field descriptor [53] is widely
computed for silhouette images of 3D shapes. Besides,
recent analysis-by-synthesis 3D face reconstruction methods [17], [18], [36] optimize face images generated by a facial
appearance model. Inspired by these two achievements, we
consider that the images rendered by a 3D face can be
utilized to model its visual effect, and explore a Plaster
Sculpture Descriptor (PSD) to measure the reconstruction
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quality directly by how we see it. As shown in Fig. 2(c), a
3D shape is considered as a plaster sculpture with all-white
vertex color and orthogonal light on it. During training,
the 3D shape is rendered at 5 views, whose pitch and
yaw angles are (0◦ , 0◦ ), (0◦ , 90◦ ), (0◦ , −90◦ ), (30◦ , 0◦ ) and
(−30◦ , 0◦ ), and the L2 distances of the rendered images
between the output and the ground-truth 3D shapes are
formulated as the visual-effect distance:

Dpsd =

5
X

kR(Rv ∗(S+∆S), Tw )−R(Rv ∗S∗ , Tw )k2 , (7)

v=1

where v is the view index, R(·, ·) is the renderer whose
input is 3D shape and texture, Rv is the rotation matrix
corresponding to each view, and Tw is the all-white texture under orthogonal light. If we employ a differentiable
renderer [54], the Dpsd can be directly regarded as a loss
function. As shown in Fig. 4(e), the facial features recovered
by PSD are more similar to the ground truth, which is crucial
in visual evaluation.

accumulated vertex errors from all the views are regarded
as the vertex weights for the MSE loss:

Lvgd = Wpsd kS∗ − S − ∆Sk2 ,
5
X
−1
psd
psd
Wpsd =
[R−1
S+∆S (Dv ) + RS∗ (Dv )],

(8)

v=1

where W
represents the vertex weights, R−1
S (·) denotes
the inverse rendering function that maps pixel errors to the
vertices according to the 3D face S, and Dvpsd denotes the
PSD error map in the v th view. As shown in Fig. 4(f), the
visual-guided weights enable the network to focus on the
visual discriminative regions, such as the face contour and
the rough regions.
psd

Fig. 5. The defect of Plaster Sculpture Descriptor (PSD) when regarded
as a loss function. (a) The output 3D shape overlapped with its target.
(b) The back-propagation of PSD. If an output pixel is located on the
background, its corresponding vertex does not have back-propagated
signals. (c) The trained (blue) and ignored (red) regions. The face
contour is usually located on the background and loses the supervision.

5.2

Visual-guided Distance Loss

Although plaster sculpture descriptor measures how the
shapes are observed by humans, there is an intrinsic
problem on the face contour due to the defect of the
differentiable renderer. As shown in Fig. 5, on the PSD
error map, the differentiable renderer back-propagates the
gradients of pixels to the corresponding vertices. Therefore,
only the outputted vertices that located within the target
face region have the back-propagated signals, and those on
the background are not trained, leading to unsatisfactory
contour reconstruction. To tackle this issue, we propose a
Visual-Guided Distance (VGD) loss which considers the
visual-effect distance as the vertex weights rather than the
optimization target. The overview of VGD is shown in Fig. 6,
whose insight is that, given the ground-truth position of
each vertex, we only need to find which vertices dominate
the visual effect. Specifically, we calculate the output-totarget and the target-to-output PSD errors simultaneously,
on either of which the poorly fitted face contour inevitably
brings large values. Then, we employ pixel-to-vertex mapping to retrace the pixel errors to vertices, and add the
vertex errors from both the output and the target. Finally, the

Fig. 6. Illustration of visual-guided weights calculation in one view. The
output-to-target and the target-to-output PSD errors are traced back to
the output and the target 3D mesh, respectively. The added errors are
considered the vertex weights measuring the contribution to the visual
effect.

6

DATA C ONSTRUCTION

It is very tedious to acquire complete and high-precision 3D
faces in real circumstances. The raw scans must be captured
under well-controlled conditions and registered to a face
template through laborious hand-labeling. To collect largescale 3D data, we construct the 3D ground truth from singleview RGB-D images, which is more promising for massive
collection, especially considering the rapid development of
hand-held depth cameras such iPhone X.
6.1

RGB-D Registration

The training data requires face images and their corresponding topology-uniform 3D shapes. Thus, the first
task is registering a template to the depth images, where
Iterative Closest Point (ICP) method is commonly adopted.
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However, plausible registered results are not sound enough
to be the supervision of neural network training. Semantic
consistency, i.e., each vertex has the same semantic meaning
across 3D faces is a critical criterion. As shown in Fig. 7(a),
semantically consistent registration cannot be achieved by
finding the closest point in (x, y, z) only. Considering
that our registration target is RGB-D data, whose texture
contains discriminative features for vertex matching, we
introduce two terms on the RGB channels to provide
more constraints in the popular optimal nonrigid-ICP loss
function [55].
The first term comes from the edge. As shown in
Fig. 7(b), a series of landmarks, which are dense enough to
finely enclose the eyes, eyebrows and mouth, are detected
to represent the edges on the facial features. The constraint
is formulated as:
 3D 
x
 11

 2D 
a
a12 a13 a14 
x
y 3D 


Eedge =
−
,
a21 a22 a23 a24  z 3D 
y 2D
1
(9)
 11

a
a12 a13 a14
where
is the first and second rows
a21 a22 a23 a24
of the 3 × 4 affine transformation matrix of each vertex,
which should be optimized, (x3D , y 3D , z 3D ) is an edge 3D
landmark and (x2D , y 2D ) is the corresponding 2D landmark
detected on the image.
The second term aims to regularize the face contour.
However, it is unreliable to optimize the vertex-to-landmark
distances as in Eqn. 9, since there is no strict correspondence
between 3D and 2D contour landmarks [56]. To utilize
contour landmarks, we perform curve fitting rather than
landmark matching to reduce the semantic ambiguity. As
shown in Fig. 7(c), the 2D contour landmarks are sequentially connected to a contour curve. Then, the 3D contour
vertices found by landmark marching [56] are fitted to the
2D curve by:
 3D 
 11
 x3D
 2D 
12
13
14
 y

a
a
a
a
xc


−
,
E cont =
a21 a22 a23 a24  z 3D 
yc2D
1
(10)
2D
3D 3D
(x2D
, y )k, ∀(x, y) ∈ C,
c , yc ) = arg min k(x, y) − (x
(x,y)

2D
(x2D
c , yc )

where
is the 2D-closest point on the curve C
to the 3D vertex (x3D , y 3D , z 3D ). During ICP registration,
Eqn. 9 and Eqn. 10 are employed as additional terms
constraining the first two rows of affine transformations,
and the third row is optimized separately by traditional ICP
constraints [55].
Given the registered face Vregist , we further disentangle
rigid and non-rigid transformations by:

arg

min

S,R,f,t3d

kVregist − (f ∗ R ∗ S + t3d )k,

(11)

where (f, R, t3d ) are the rigid transformation parameters
and the optimized shape is regarded as the ground-truth
shape S∗ . The difference between the ground-truth shape
and the 3DMM-fitted shape ∆S = S∗ − S − Aid αid −
Aexp αexp will be the target of the neural network training.

Fig. 7. RGB-D registration. (a) ICP only cannot guarantee semantic
consistency. The example shows that the closest points on the target
found by the eye-contour vertices are located outside the eye. (b) The
landmarks on the facial-feature edge and the face contour curve. (c) The
3D contour vertices are fitted to the 2D contour curve.

6.2

Full-view Augmentation

Currently, most of the public RGB-D images are frontal
faces [57], [58], [59], leading to the risk of poor pose
robustness. Although RGB-D data can be rendered to other
views, the results suffer from large artifacts due to the
incomplete depth channel and face texture. To address
this issue, a full-view augmentation method is proposed
specifically for RGB-D data. Based on the face profiling
method [10], we complete the depth channel for the whole
image space, where the depth on the face region comes
directly from the registered 3D face and the depth on
the background is coarsely estimated by some anchors, as
shown in Fig. 8(b). Specifically, these anchors (xi , yi ) are
triangulated to a background mesh and their depth values
di are regularized by a depth-channel constraint and a
smoothness constraint:
X
M ask(xi , yi )kdi − Depth(xi , yi )k+
i

XX
i

Connect(i, j)kdi − dj k,

(12)

j

where Depth(x, y) is the depth channel of the RGB-D
data, M ask(x, y) indicates whether (x, y) is hollow, and
Connect(i, j) indicates whether two anchors are connected
by the background mesh. With the complete depth channel
(Fig. 8(c)), the RGB-D can be rotated (Fig. 8(d)) and rendered
(Fig. 8(e)) to any views. More implemental details are
provided in the supplemental materials.
Different from face profiling [10], whose purpose is
enlarging medium poses to large poses, our method aims
to augment frontal faces. However, the main drawback of
the rotate-and-render strategy is that, when rotating from
frontal faces, there are serious artifacts on the side face due
to the incomplete face texture, as shown in Fig. 8(e). In this
work, we employ the texture and illumination model in
3DMM as a strong prior to refine the artifacts. Specifically,
the face texture is modeled by PCA [13]:

T = T + Bβ,

(13)

where T is the mean texture, B is the principle axis of the
texture and β is the texture parameter. Given 3D shape V
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tuned into a 3D mesh following the same process in the fullview augmentation, as shown in Fig. 9(b). Third, we replace
the 3D shape and warp the background to adjust the new
face. Specifically, the background anchors are adjusted by
minimizing the following function:
X
F aceContour(i) ∗ (kxti − xsi k + kyit − yis k)+
i

XX
i

Connect(i, j) ∗ (k(xti − xtj ) − (xsi − xsj )k

(16)

j

+ k(yit − yjt ) − (yis − yjs )k),

Fig. 8. An overview of full-view augmentation. (a) The base image; (b)
The original depth channel and the anchors on the background. The
red anchors have depth values and the blue anchors are located on the
hollow, they have different constraints in Eqn. 12; (c) The completed
depth channel; (d) The rotated 3D mesh; (e) Rendering with image
pixels and model texture; (f) The augmentation result.

and texture T, the Phong illumination model is used to
produce the color of each vertex [49]:

Ci (ptex ) = Amb ∗ Ti + Dir ∗ Ti ∗ hni , li + ks · Dirhri , veiν ,
(14)
where Ci is the RGB of the ith vertex, the diagonal matrix
Amb is the ambient light, the diagonal matrix Dir is the
parallel light from direction l, ni is the normal direction
of the ith vertex, ks is the specular reflectance, ve is the
viewing direction, ν controls the angular distribution of
the specular reflection and ri = 2 · hni , lini − l is the
direction of maximum specular reflection. The collection of
texture parameters is ptex = [β, Amb, Dir, l, ks , ν]. Given
the ground-truth 3D shape Vregist , the texture parameters
ptex can be estimated by the analysis-by-synthesis manner:
arg min kI(Vregist ) − C(ptex )k,
ptex

where (xsi , yis ) is the anchor position on the source image,
(xti , yit ) is its target position on the augmented image,
F aceContour(i) indicates whether anchor i is located
on the face contour (the red points in Fig. 9(b)), and
Connect(i, j) indicates whether two anchors are connected
by the background mesh. Afterwards, we render the warped
3D mesh and obtain the shape-transformed result, whose
ground-truth 3D shape is the target 3D shape, see Fig. 9(d).
In addition to image pixel warping, shading adjustment
is also important according to the shape-from-shading
theory [32], which can be achieved by the illumination
model the same as Eqn. 14:

Cti = Amb ∗ Ti + Dir ∗ Ti ∗ hnti , li + ks · Dirhrti , veiν , (17)
where all the parameters except nt and rt are from the
source image, and nt and rt , which account for shading, are
from the target shape. Finally, we change the facial pixels
to Ct and obtain the final result of shape transformation,
see Fig. 9(f). We provide more implemental details in the
supplemental materials.

(15)

where I(V) is the image pixels at the vertex positions. The
optimized result C(ptex ) is the face texture, as shown in
Fig. 8(f). With the estimated model texture, we render the
3D face with both the image pixels and the model texture,
as shown in Fig. 8(e) and Fig. 8(f). Then, we inpaint the selfoccluded side face with the model texture through Poisson
editing, as shown in Fig. 8(g). It can be seen that the model
texture is realistic enough to inpaint the smoothly textured
side face.
6.3

Shape Transformation

In addition to pose variations, shape variations covered by
the training data are also important since the personalized
shape is the main goal. Unfortunately, existing data does
not contain sufficient identities due to demanding data
collection. In this section, we propose a shape augmentation
method to transform the underlying 3D shape of a face image and refine the face appearance accordingly. In specific,
we first construct the target shape to transform, whose eye,
nose, mouth, and cheek come from different faces in the
datasets, as shown in Fig. 9(a). Second, the base image is

Fig. 9. An overview of shape transformation. (a) Target shape generation
by fusing facial features of different identities; (b) The original image
and its 3D mesh; (c) The target 3D mesh; (d) The result of shape
transformation and background warping; (e) The shading adjustment;
(f) The final result.

7
7.1

B ENCHMARKS
Dataset

Fine-Grained 3D Face (FG3D) is constructed from three
datasets, FRGC, BP4D, and CASIA-3D. FRGC [59] includes
4, 950 samples, each of which has a face image and a 3D
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Fig. 10. Selected examples from the datasets employed in the experiments. Each face image has a 3D ground-truth shape.

scan in full correspondence. BP4D [58] contains 328 2D+3D
videos from 41 subjects, where 3, 376 frames are randomly
selected in total. CASIA-3D [57] consists of 4, 624 scans of
123 persons and the non-frontal faces are filtered out.
We divide 90% of subjects as the training set FG3D-train
and the remaining 10% of subjects as the testing set FG3Dtest. For the training set, we perform shape transformation
as in Section 6.3 4 times to augment shape variations. Then,
the out-of-plane pose variations are augmented by full-view
augmentation as in Section 6.2, where the yaw angle is
enlarged at steps of 15◦ until 50◦ and the pitch angle is
enlarged by 15◦ and −25◦ , generating 474k samples in total.
For the testing set, we only perform full-view augmentation
and generate 12k samples. Besides, we manually delete
the bad registration results in the FG3D-test manually for
better evaluation. This dataset is employed for the model
training and the performance analysis of our proposal. Some
examples are shown in Fig. 10(a).
Florence [60] is a 3D face dataset containing 53 subjects
with 3D meshes acquired from a structured-light scanning
system. Based on the protocol in [9], each subject is rendered
at pitches of −20◦ , 0◦ , 20◦ and yaws of −45◦ to 45◦ at the
step of 15◦ , as shown in Fig. 10(b). Besides, we register each
3D mesh with hand-labeled landmarks and carefully check
the registration results. This dataset is used for cross-dataset
evaluation to demonstrate the generalization.
NoW [61] contains 2054 face images of 100 subjects,
which are split into an open validation set (20 subjects) and
a private test set (80 subjects). Each subject has face images
with different poses and expressions, and one neutral 3D
face scan for reference. Under the original protocol, the
reconstruction results should be disentangled from the
expression to compare with the neutral 3D scan, which is
not consistent with our goal. Therefore, we only select the
neural-expression images of the validation set, as shown in
Fig. 10(c), for cross evaluation.
Stirling/ESRC [62] is a 3D face dataset with 134 subjects
(64 males and 70 females). Each subject has a 3D face scan
in a neutral expression and two corresponding face images
in yaw = ±45◦ , which are captured by the Di3D camera
system simultaneously. In the experiments, all subjects are
employed in the cross-dataset evaluation. Some examples
are shown in Fig. 10(d).

7.2

Evaluation Metric

It is still an open problem to determine the proper measurement of 3D shape accuracy. Errors calculated after
projection [9], [10], [63] mostly account for pose accuracy
since pose is the dominant factor of vertex positions [10].
To highlight shape accuracy, which is our main purpose,
we normalize pose before error calculation. Specifically, we
register a face template to the ground-truth 3D face as in
Section 6.1, finding the vertex correspondence (k, k t ), where
k is the vertex index on the face template and k t is that
on the ground truth. We also note k ∈ C if k belongs to
the face region and the correspondence (k, k t ) is reliable
(the spatial and normal distances are below thresholds). For
each reconstruction result V and the ground truth V∗ , we
estimate a rigid transformation:
X
k(f ∗ R ∗ vk + t3d ) − vk∗t k,
(18)
arg min
f,R,t3d

k∈C

where (f, R, t3d ) are the rigid transformation parameters
for pose alignment. Based on this rigid alignment, we
utilize the widely applied Normalized Mean Error (NME)
to measure the reconstruction error:

NME =

K
1 X ||(f ∗ R ∗ vk + t3d ) − vk∗t ||
,
K k=1
d

(19)

where K is the number of vertices, vk is a vertex on the
reconstructed face, vk∗t is the target of vk , and d is the
3D outer interocular distance. This error is adopted in the
performance analysis on the FG3D-test, where we trust the
registration results.
We also employ a Densely Aligned Chamfer Error
(DACE) to measure the distances of the closest points:
1 X ||(f ∗ R ∗ vk + t3d ) − vk∗nn ||
DACE =
, (20)
N (C) k∈C
d
where vk∗nn is the nearest neighbor of vk on the raw 3D scan
after rigid alignment. We adopt this error in the comparison
experiments on Florence, NoW and Stirling/ESRC, where
the raw 3D scans are employed as the target and different
methods may have different topologies. It is worth noting
that, only the vertex in set C , which indicates that its ICP
matching is reliable, participates in the error calculation,
which filters out the errors on the noisy, hollow and
occluded regions.
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8

E XPERIMENTS

8.1

Implementation Details

The initial 3D face is acquired by 3DDFA [64]. The backbone
follows the network defined in PRNet [65] and the shortcuts
are added to generate an hourglass network. The models are
trained by the SGD optimizer with a starting learning rate
of 0.1, which is decayed by 0.1 at epochs 30, 35 and 40,
and the model is trained for 45 epochs. The training images
are cropped by the bounding boxes of the initial 3DMM
fitting results [64] and resized to 256 × 256 without any
perturbation. The UV displacement map is also 256×256. In
all the following experiments, the FG3D-train is employed
as the training set. The testing is conducted on the FG3Dtest for performance analysis with Normalized Mean Error
(NME), and several other datasets for comparison with the
state-of-the-art methods, where Densely Aligned Chamfer
Error (DACE) is preferred.
8.2

Network Structure Analysis

In this section, we thoroughly analyze how the network
structure benefits the reconstruction accuracy.
8.2.1

Ablation Study on Network Properties

In Section 4, we introduce three properties desired for
network design: normalization, lossless and concentration,
which require the network to normalize non-shape components, preserve the image information, and align receptive
fields. To evaluate the benefits of the properties, we test two
alternative networks proposed in our preliminary work [24]
that fulfill different levels of them. First, the Camera View
Network (CVN) [24] concatenates the original image and
the Projected Normalized Coordinate Code (PNCC) [10]
encoded by the fitted 3DMM to regress the vertex displacements. The network fulfills the lossless property by
preserving the original image. However, the pose variations
are not normalized and the receptive field does not cover
the most related region since the input and the output have
different coordinate systems (image plane vs. UV plane).
Thus, the normalization and the concentration properties
are missed. Second, the Model View Network (MVN) [24]
performs explicit normalization by warping the image to the
UV plane, making the receptive field cover the most related
region. However, the normalization loses the 2D geometry
and the external face regions of the original input. Thus,
the lossless property is violated. Compared with them, our
Virtual Multiview Network (VMN) fulfills all the principles
by constructing a virtual multiview camera system and
aligning intermediate deep features to the UV plane.
We evaluate each network and the initial 3DMM fitting results in Table 1, and find that all the networks
improve the initial shape. Besides, we observe that the more
properties the network fulfills, the better its performance.
The improvement achieved by replacing CVN with MVN
reflects the effectiveness of explicitly normalizing non-shape
components. Replacing MVN with VMN further promotes
the performance, indicating the significance of preserving
the original 2D geometry and the external face regions.
Another interesting observation is that the medium poses,
with yaw angles between [30◦ , 45◦ ], are the best for shape

(a) CVN

(b) MVN

(c) VMN

Fig. 11. The vertex-level NME of our method and other baselines,
calculated by the mean of FG3D-test. Lower value indicates better
accuracy. (a) Camera View Network (CVN), (b) Model View Network
(MVN) and (c) our method (VMN).

reconstruction, owing to the depth information for both side
view and frontal view.
We further demonstrate the error at a more fine-grained
vertex level, as shown in Fig. 11. First, there is a clear
improvement from CVN to MVN, and further to VMN.
Second, the improvements in the nose and jaw are the most
obvious, followed by eye, mouth and apple cheeks. It is
implied that personalized shape is mainly encoded in these
regions.
8.2.2

Input Views of Virtual Multiview Network

In virtual multiview network, the input image is rendered to
several constant views to simulate a multi-camera system.
In this section, we further analyze how many views are
appropriate to describe the face shape, ranging from the
frontal view only to multiple views with rich pose variations. Totally 7 views are evaluated, whose (pitch, yaw) are
(0◦ , 0◦ ), (15◦ , 0◦ ), (−25◦ , 0◦ ), (0◦ , 25◦ ), (0◦ , 50◦ ), (0◦ , −25◦ )
and (0◦ , −50◦ ), as shown in Fig. 12.

(a) Source

(e) (0◦ , 25◦ )

(b) (0◦ , 0◦ )

(c) (15◦ , 0◦ ) (d) (−25◦ , 0◦ )

(f) (0◦ , 50◦ ) (g) (0◦ , −25◦ ) (h) (0◦ , −50◦ )

Fig. 12. The 7 virtual views of the input face. The angles in the bracket
are (pitch, yaw).

Table 2 evaluates 4 combinations of the 7 views, where
the original image is regarded as the baseline. First, the
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TABLE 1
The Normalized Mean Error (NME) of different networks, evaluated on the FG3D-test with different yaw intervals. “Lossless”, “Normalize” and
“Concentrate” are the three properties desired for network structures, which are discussed in Section 4, The symbol X means the property is
fulfilled.
Network Structure

Lossless

Normalize

Concentrate

[0, 15]

X
X

Initial Shape (3DMM)
Camera View (CVN) [24]
Model View (MVN) [24]
Virtual Multiview (VMN)

X
X
X

X

TABLE 2
The Normalized Mean Error (NME) with different numbers of views,
evaluated on all the samples of FG3D-test. The symbol X means the
view in (pitch, yaw) is employed.
Pitch

0◦

15◦

−25◦

0◦

0◦

0◦

0◦

Yaw

0◦

0◦

0◦

25◦

50◦

−25◦

−50◦

1-View
3-View
5-View
7-View

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

Source

X
X

same as input

X

X

Mean

[15, 30]

[30, 45]

6.13

6.13

6.09

6.11

3.68
3.54
3.43

3.56
3.47
3.26

3.46
3.46
3.24

3.57
3.49
3.32

but find subtle difference, which may be attributed to the
self-occlusion inpainting manner in Sec. 4.1. To simplify the
network, we do not employ the shrinking module.

NME
3.63
3.40
3.32
3.35
3.60

1-view does not perform well, even worse than the original input. It is worth noting that the 1-view setting
is equivalent to the frontalization strategy [56], [66], [67],
[68], [69], suggesting that, although widely applied in face
recognition [69], frontalization is not appropriate in shape
reconstruction due to the loss of profile. Besides, the 3-view
outperforms the 1-view with the provided yaw variations,
verifying the benefits of side view information. The 5-view
further achieves the best result with the additional pitch
variations. Finally, the 7-view indicates that the yaw angles
inverse to the original pose make little difference. Thus, we
exclude them.
8.2.3 Multiview Fusion in Many-to-one Hourglass
The virtual multiview network aims to fuse the features
from 5 views and output the personalized shape on the UV
plane, where a many-to-one hourglass network is employed.
Since the inputs and the output lie on different planes
(image plane vs. UV plane), when the features are fused,
e.g., concatenated in the middle and added in the symmetric
layers, the fused features have different receptive fields and
may degrade each other. We first employ direct feature
fusion and achieve unsatisfactory performance, as shown in
Figure 13. Second, we implement a weak alignment manner
that first warps the input images to the UV plane and
then performs convolution. Although slight improvements
are achieved, this warp-then-convolve manner violates the
lossless requirement since the face contour and the external
face regions are lost. Furthermore, we evaluate the proposed
method that first convolves the images and then warps
the intermediate features to the UV plane before feature
fusion. This convolve-then-warp manner achieves the best
performance, showing the importance of preserving the
information in the original image. Finally, we attempt to
shrink the features on the occluded region as in [10], [24],

Fig. 13. The Normalized Mean Error (NME) of different multiview fusion
methods, evaluated on the FG3D-test with different yaw intervals. The
value in bracket is the mean NME of all the samples.

8.3

Data Augmentation Analysis

In Section 6, we augment face appearance in both pose and
shape to provide adequate data for neural network training.
In pose augmentation, we improve face profiling [10] by
completing the depth channel and inpainting the side face
with a texture model. As shown in Table 3, our fullview augmentation outperforms face profiling, especially
in large poses, which is attributed to the artifacts exposed
on the side face that face profiling cannot repair. Besides,
by further incorporating shape transformation, the training
data reaches 474k samples and the error is greatly reduced
by 15.7%. It can be seen that in high-fidelity reconstruction,
where shape is mostly concerned, our shape transformation is a highly effective augmentation strategy. However,
adding an overwhelming number of augmented samples
may not benefit the performance as the shape-augmented
samples are fake images. Therefore, we further add the
shape-transformed samples progressively and observe how
the performance changes. As shown in Fig. 14, the error
reduction converges when approximately 265k samples (2.2
times that of the original samples) are added.
8.4

Loss Function Analysis

In supervised learning, the loss function directly judges the
reconstruction results according to the targets. Considering
that the fine-grained geometry cannot be well captured by
the traditional Mean Squared Error (MSE), we propose the
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TABLE 3
The Normalized Mean Error (NME) of different data augmentation
strategies, evaluated on the FG3D-test with different yaw intervals.
“Num” is the number of training samples, “Pose Aug” indicates the
full-view augmentation and “Shape Aug” refers to the shape
transformation.

TABLE 4
The Normalized Mean Error (NME) and the Densely Aligned Chamfer
Error (DACE) of different losses on the FG3D-test.
Loss Function
MSE

Augmentation

Num

[0, 15]

[15, 30]

[30, 45]

NME

Face Profiling [10]
Pose Aug
Pose & Shape Aug

120k
120k
474k

3.50
3.43
2.93

3.44
3.26
2.71

3.58
3.24
2.74

3.51
3.32
2.80

X
X

PSD
X
X

VGD

X
X

NME

DACE

2.80
2.75
2.72
2.66

1.50
1.47
1.47
1.43

Fig. 15. Visual demonstration with different losses.

Fig. 14. The performance improvement as more shape-augmented
samples are added in training, evaluated on the FG3D-test with different
yaw intervals.

Plaster Sculpture Descriptor (PSD) to model the visual effect
and the Visual-Guided Distance (VGD) to supervise the
training. We evaluate the loss functions by both Normalized
Mean Error (NME) and Densely Aligned Chamfer Error
(DACE), where the latter concerns more about the visual
effect.
The results listed in Table 4 indicate that: 1) Even with
the ground-truth 3D shape as the supervision, intuitively
adopting MSE cannot capture personalized shape well. 2)
The introduction of PSD improves the accuracy by directly
optimizing the visual effect. However, PSD cannot constrain
the face contour due to its defect in back-propagation, which
is discussed in Section 5.2. 3) The VGD loss further remedies
the defects of PSD and captures the face contour well,
achieving the best performance. 4) The unsatisfactory results
achieved by the combination of PSD and VGD indicate that,
it is better to regard PSD as the vertex weights than the loss
function. There are also some examples in Fig. 15.
The PSD draws the 3D face as a plaster sculpture with
white vertex color under frontal light, which is common in
3D structure demonstration. We also evaluate the performance of PSD by rendering the 3D face in different vertex
colors and lighting conditions, finding little difference.
8.5

Comparison Experiments

8.5.1

Quantitative Comparison

Protocol: To quantitatively compare our method with prior works, we evaluate the single-view 3D reconstruction performance on Florence [60], NoW [61] and Stirling/ESRC [62], where the ground-truth 3D shape is available. For fairness, the FG3D-test is not employed due to

its similar capture environment with our training data. We
evaluate Florence and NoW according to different yaw intervals, and only report the mean accuracy of Stirling/ESRC
due to its limited pose variations. The accuracy is measured
by the Densely Aligned Chamfer Error (DACE) due to the
difference in mesh topology.
Counterparts: The compared 3D face reconstruction approaches include 3DMM fitting in supervised [10], [12] and
weakly-supervised [15], [63] manners, vertex regression [9],
Shape from Shading [70] and Non-linear 3DMM [17].
3DDFA [10] is a representative 3DMM fitting method
that regresses 3DMM parameters in a supervised fashion,
which is recently improved by 3DDFA-v2 [12] in generalization through meta-learning. FaceScape [15] fits a new
3DMM with higher geometric quality than 3DDFA. Deng et
al. [63] further introduce weakly-supervised learning that
incorporates low-level and perception-level information.
PRNet [9] bypasses 3DMM by directly regressing all the
vertex coordinates in one propagation, which potentially
helps the network cover a larger shape space than the linear
model. Extreme3D [70] attempts to recover the geometric
details by Shape from Shading (SfS). Despite the impressive
recovered wrinkles and pores, SfS concentrates on the finelevel details. Their global shapes, such as face contour and
facial feature topology, still originate from a fitted 3DMM.
Non-linear 3DMM [17] achieves a certain breakthrough by
learning a non-linear face model in an analysis-by-synthesis
manner, which covers a larger shape space than linear
3DMMs.
Results: Table 5 lists the comparison results and Fig. 17
shows the corresponding Cumulative Errors Distribution
(CED) curves. Taking Florence as a representative, there are
several interesting observations when only shape error is
evaluated: 1) Although 3DDFA-v2 is far better than 3DDFA
when evaluating the projected 3D faces [12], their shapes are
close. 2) As a non-linear model, PRNet performs similarly
to the linear 3DDFA-v2, since its output is still limited by
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Fig. 16. Qualitative comparison of our method with the representative method of 3DMM fitting (3DDFA-v2), vertex regression (PRNet), shape from
shading (Extreme3D) and analysis by synthesis (Deng et.al).

linear 3DMM due to its data-driven characteristics. 3) With
the analysis-by-synthesis strategy, Deng’s method ranks
top among the state-of-the-art methods, demonstrating the
benefits of face appearance optimization. 4) We find little
difference when comparing Extreme3D with its base model
(without details), indicating that the fine-level details acquired by Shape-from-Shading do not change face shapes
much. 5) Our method achieves the best result, validating
the feasibility of reconstructing personalized shapes in a
supervised manner. In addition, we train our model 5
times and evaluate the performance variance on Florence.
Compared with the variance of 0.018, the improvement of
the best baseline (2.57 to 2.10) is more significant, validating
the effectiveness of our method.

Fig. 18. Qualitative results of our method in unconstrained environment.

It is difficult to distinguish the 3D faces by observing the
3D geometry only. Second, Extreme3D recovers plausible
geometric details by the shape-from-shading method, but
their global shapes do not look identical to the corresponding person. Third, the analysis-by-synthesis method
employed by Deng’s method improves the visual effect
by optimizing the face appearance. Finally, compared with
the aforementioned methods, our proposal improves shape
accuracy by three advantages: 1) straightforward training
signals from the ground-truth 3D shapes, 2) a specific nonlinear neural network modeling personalized shape, and
3) a visual-effect-guided loss highlighting shape errors. In
the experiments, 3DDFA, 3DDFA-v2, PRNet, Extreme3D,
Deng’s method and FaceScape are implemented by the
released codes, and the non-linear 3DMM is reproduced and
trained on 300W-LP [10].
We further qualitatively evaluate the robustness to pose,
illumination and occlusion in Fig. 19. The results show that
our method performs well under different poses, side-light
and common occlusions such as hair and eye-glasses. The
robustness comes from the diverse pose and illumination
variations in the training data and the sophisticated ICP
registration that filters out occluded vertex matching.
We also attempt to reconstruct the high-fidelity shape
in unconstrained environment, evaluated by the samples in
AFLW [71]. The results in Fig. 18 indicate that, trained on
the indoor-collected and 3D-augmented samples, our model
generalizes well in an outdoor environment.

9
8.5.2

Qualitative Evaluation

We present some visual comparisons in Fig. 16 to illustrate
the identifiability of the reconstructed shapes. Comparing
several representative methods, including 3DMM fitting
(3DDFA-v2), vertex regression (PRNet), shape from shading
(Extreme3D) and analysis by synthesis (Deng’s method), we
can first see that the results of 3DDFA-v2 and PRNet are not
discriminative enough due to the limitation of linear 3DMM.

C ONCLUSION

This paper proposes a complete solution for high-fidelity
3D face reconstruction, from data construction to neural
network training. With the proposed Virtual Multiview
Network (VMN), the input image is rendered at 5 calibrated
views so that pose variations are normalized with little
image information lost. Then, the features extracted from
multiple views are fused and regressed to a UV displacement map by a novel many-to-one hourglass network. A
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TABLE 5
The Densely Aligned Chamfer Error (DACE) on Florence, NoW and Stirling/ESRC, evaluated by different yaw ranges.

Method
3DDFA [10]
3DDFA-v2 [12]
Deng et al. [63]
FaceScape [15]
PRNet [9]
Extreme3D [70]
Non-linear 3DMM [17]
FGNet (Ours)

Florence

NoW

[0, 15]

[15, 30]

[30, 45]

Mean

[0, 15]

[15, 30]

[30, 45]

Mean

2.64
2.57
2.48
2.88
2.50
2.93
2.74
2.12

2.66
2.58
2.59
2.73
2.53
3.07
2.66
2.05

2.69
2.63
2.67
3.15
2.71
3.16
2.66
2.15

2.66
2.59
2.57
2.81
2.57
3.04
2.69
2.10

3.86
3.77
3.66
3.67
4.10
5.17
4.73
3.45

3.82
3.65
3.57
4.02
3.85
5.05
3.96
3.39

4.09
3.75
4.22
5.49
4.33
5.20
4.13
3.45

3.96
3.74
3.92
4.62
4.17
5.16
4.30
3.44

(a) Florence

(b) NoW

Stirling/ESRC
2.55
2.40
2.50
3.37
2.58
3.35
2.61
2.29

(c) Stirling/ESRC

Fig. 17. Comparisons of cumulative error distribution (CED) curves on Florence, NoW and Stirling/ESRC. The error is measured by the mean of
DACE.

(a) Reconstruction across poses

novel Plaster Sculpture Descriptor (PSD) is also proposed to
model the visual effect, which considers the reconstructed
shape as a white plaster and measures the similarity
between the multiview images rendered from the shape.
Besides, to provide abundant samples for network training,
we propose to register RGB-D images followed by pose
and shape augmentation. Extensive experimental results
substantiate the state-of-the-art performance of our proposal
on several challenging datasets.
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